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How to measure a million end users 

• be   www.google.net 
 
or 
 
• Get your code run on millions of 

machines 



Approaches to Measurement 

A case study: APNIC’s approach 
•  we wanted to measure IPv6 deployment as seen 

by end users 
•  We wanted to say something about ALL users 
•  Our website isn’t that popular 
• …So we were looking at a way to sample end 

users in a random but statistically significant 
fashion 

•  We stumbled across the advertising networks... 



…buy the measurement 



Placement 

At low CPM, the advertising network needs to 
present unique, new eyeballs to harvest 
impressions and take your money. 

– Therefore, a ‘good’ advertising network provides 
a fresh crop of unique clients per day 

– Pay for placement of ads, embed the 
measurement in flashcode. 

– Result is lots of Unique IP addresses to measure. 



Unique IPS? 

• Collect list of unique IP addresses seen 
– Per day 
– Since inception 

• Plot to see behaviours of system 
– Do we see ‘same eyeballs’ all the time? 



Lots of Unique IP’S 

Cumulative Unique IPs 

Daily Unique IPs 



What are we finding? 

•  http://labs.apnic.net/ipv6_measurement 
– Breakdowns by ASN, Economy, Region, 

Organisation 

•  125+ economies provide >200 samples/
interval consistently in weeklies 

•  150+ at monthlies. 
•  2400 ASN provide graphable data 
• Over 35,000 ASN seen during the last year. 
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Draw your own graphs 
http://labs.apnic.net/ipv6-measurement/datafields.html 



http://labs.apnic.net/dists/v6dcc.html 
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http://labs.apnic.net/ipv6-measurement/W6L 



IPv6 measurement 

•  Penetration rate of IPv6 into the global AS economy is 
slowly rising. 

•  Signs Global-Unicast IPv6 will shortly overtake Teredo 

•  Widely distributed hop-over for IPv6 being seen.  
–  due to the CPE gap ? 
–  Even IPv6 enabled ISPs have customers tunnelling over the air-gap 

•  Much more information about IPv6, global internet 
behaviour is in the data 
–  “watch this space” –long-term investment in measurement, ongoing. 
–  Better datasets, BigTable map/reduce 
–  Collaborations with “the usual suspects” to extend the experiment 
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If you see the advert 

PLEASE DON’T CLICK ON IT 

(it costs us more) 



A word for our sponsors 

• Thanks to 
– the Internet Society 
– Google 
– ISC 
– RIPE NCC 

• For funding, platform support, collaboration 


